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Position Statement
The Drug Education Network (DEN) neither condones nor condemns the use of drugs.
Rather, we acknowledge that drug use exists irrespective of legal status or societal norms.
DEN provides community members with the resources, information and connections they need
to keep themselves and their community safer in relation to their individual circumstances.
Our goal is to meet people where they are and encourage open dialogue that empowers the
individual to be the primary agent of their own physical, mental, and emotional wellbeing.

Strategic Statement 2016
The DEN is funded to improve the well-being of Tasmanians through prevention, resource
development, education and training to service providers and the wider community on alcohol and
other drugs.
Through its Vision and Values, DEN delivers high quality services and programs in a challenging
and rapidly changing environment.

Vision
Improve the health and wellbeing of all community members through the provision of resources
and education aimed at reducing the impact of alcohol, tobacco and other drugs.

Values
DEN values excellence in service provision, accountability, professionalism in our interactions with
others, working collaboratively, and being responsive to challenges and requests for service. The
values of honesty, compassion, integrity, creativity and respect guide DEN across all our service
provision.

Strategic Themes
Community, Leadership, Quality, Sustainability, and working as the lead agency to support the
Promotion, Prevention and Early Intervention (PPEI) Implementation Plan.
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OUR MANIFESTO
WE SHARE A BELIEF:

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE

Preventing AOD misuse and harm – that’s alcohol & other drugs – is about health and wellbeing, it’s cost effective,
reduces harm & improves quality of life.
Prevention is part of HEALTH PROMOTION and lets people be in charge of their own
health. Prevention needs to be woven into all aspects of our lives - where we live, learn,

work, play and age.

Prevention is about taking action to STOP

OR DELAY the uptake of drug use.

Prevention protects against the harms that can occur from frequent use or misuse. It embraces and

presents options for action that range from drug-free choices through to harm minimisation.

PRIMARY PREVENTION that keeps people well and protects
developing AOD-related problems.
Secondary prevention is used for

We’re talking about

them from
people who may be experimenting with drugs – the aim is to minimise harm or prevent

dependency. Tertiary prevention is used for dependent and recovering users and involves AOD
treatment – to minimise harm and prevent relapse.

Prevention acknowledges risk and protective factors, and social determinants such as work and life opportunities.
Prevention recognises THE SOCIAL GRADIENT IN HEALTH and health inequities,
and designs targeted as well as universal programs.
Prevention is most effective
when multiple programs are used across all areas of the social gradient. Successful AOD
prevention builds protective factors such as resilience, connectedness, engagement,
inclusiveness and empowerment.

Prevention programs can happen in schools, communities, families, at public events, through
social media and workplaces.

Good prevention happens with individuals – through positive role modelling and developing positive connected
relationships. Community prevention happens where COMMUNITY STRENGTHS are
harnessed, advocacy efforts are mobilised and everyone feels included.

School prevention

happens where protective factors like critical thinking are actively developed, and whole of school
ethos supports healthy choices. Workplace prevention happens when a healthy drug-free

workplace culture is prioritised. Service providers include prevention
programs into all layers of service delivery.

Governments and politicians support

prevention through legislation and the funding of evidence-informed programs.
a DEN PPEI production 2015

IT’S EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS

–

President’s Report
CHAIR OF THE DEN BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2015-2016 REPORT

the Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD)
Handbook, which is available in print and
electronically on the DEN website.

The 2015-2016 Financial Year has been one of
settlement, development and renewal for the Drug
Education Network (DEN), led by our hard
working and determined Chair, Sandra Lovell.
The Board offers our significant appreciation to
Sandra for her effort and dedication, both as
Chair and interim State Manager, which has
placed DEN in a strong position to move forward
into the next three-year funding period.

The Board acknowledges the commitment and
drive that DEN staff demonstrate in their
invaluable work within the Tasmanian community
in alcohol and other drugs prevention and
early intervention. The Board also wishes to
acknowledge the Minister for Health—the
Honourable Michael Ferguson, MP—
and the Department of Health and Human
Services, Alcohol and Drug Services for their
support and ongoing commitment to DEN in this,
our 30th year of Community Service.

In cooperation with key stakeholders,
DEN continues to provide a range of health
Promotion, Prevention, and Early Intervention
(PPEI) programs to reduce the harm associated
with alcohol, tobacco and other drugs (ATOD) use
across Tasmania, and often beyond. In addition,
the DEN website is a significant resource which
extends well beyond Tasmania into the national
and international environment. This site is
currently being refreshed and will be re-launched
in late 2016 with substantial changes.

Thirty years of service is a momentous, historic
achievement for any community organisation. We
acknowledge the great effort and
accomplishments of many of our Board members
and fantastic volunteers who have been an
important part of the organisation for all, or a
substantial portion, of that time. A special
mention, and the Board’s appreciation, must go to
Lynden Pennicott, who resigned from the position
of Treasurer this year after 22 years of voluntary
service.

The signing of the new three-year funding
agreement, which guarantees funding through to
June 2018, provided an opportunity for the DEN
Board to forge ahead with recruiting a new State
Manager. This resulted in the appointment of
Shirleyann Varney to the position, in addition to a
new Chair of the Board, and the appointment of a
number of other staff members.

For their ongoing determination, I offer my
appreciation to the Board, and implore them to
continue with their valuable service.

In this period of gain and renewal, DEN’s
Northern Office also gained two experienced and
credible educators—Marion Hale and
Maurice Dawe—who both have substantial
networks within the northern Tasmanian
Community. The Board remains determined in our
commitment to ensure this office is well staffed, to
provide a Statewide service, and reduce travel
time and risk for our southern members.

As Chair of DEN’s Board of Directors, I offer this
Annual Report for the 2015-2016 financial year,
which exemplifies our activities for the period. I
look forward to continuing our innovative service
delivery in the alcohol and other drugs sector
throughout Tasmania in the future.

Wayne Moore
Chair of the Board of Directors

In Hobart, our skilled educators—Maria Duggan
and James Jenkins—continue to provide an
excellent service across various environments,
including service groups, industry, education,
government, and community groups. The Hobart
and Launceston teams have collaborated to
develop a range of valuable resources, including
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State Manager’s Report
It is a privilege to work with the Drug Education
Network—a fabulous third sector organisation
that continues to achieve so much. As always,
DEN’s focus in 2015-2016 has been Health
Promotion, Prevention and Early Intervention
(PPEI) training, education, and resource
development aimed at reducing the impact of
alcohol, tobacco and other drugs (ATOD) on the
health and wellbeing of Tasmania’s people. The
theme for this year has been one of renewal and
new beginnings, and has included re-establishing
a new Educator team in Launceston and
following some internal restructuring for a fully
operational Southern Educator team.
DEN is passionate and committed to providing
education that promotes prevention initiatives
and strategies at every stage in a person’s life
and circumstances. We provide education,
training and original resources to individuals,
families, community organisations, and private
and government services.
This year, DEN was nominated as lead agency to
support the implementation of the Alcohol,
Tobacco and Other Drug (ATOD) Promotion,
Prevention and Early Intervention (PPEI)
initiatives. These initiatives were undertaken
across government agencies and public, private
and community sector providers, and included
conducting the first stakeholder survey. The PPEI
report demonstrates the commitment to
prevention strategies and activities exhibited by
all the ATOD-funded specialist community service
organisations that were involved. The full report
can be found at www.den.org.au/ppei.
DEN’s training and educational workshops
continue to be popular. The key themes running
through training requests this year included:
debunking the ice myths and dealing with
challenging behaviours in an ATOD context, drug
education and motivational interviewing skills,
and AOD and trauma.

Our workshop evaluation processes informed us
that 100% of the people who provided feedback
said they would use the information provided in
the workshops in their personal and/or work
lives. Our educators are consistently rated as
knowledgeable and able to provide sufficient
depth of information to meet the requirements
of the training. Evaluation also showed that 86%
of all participants who attended DEN’s workshops
reported an increase in their skill level, and 92%
reported an increase in their knowledge.
New resources in the DEN suite include: harm
minimisation wallet cards for dental clients and
their use of amphetamine-type stimulants (ATS),
the ‘Research Station’—a drug poster that uses
QR codes to lead the inquirer to evidenceinformed information about the harms of a
chosen drug, and a DEN file that promotes
putting ‘Gender on the Agenda’ to reduce the
barriers to women seeking help for drug-related
issues.
The Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders resource
for health professionals—the FASD Handbook—
was redeveloped and launched in October by the
Minister for Health, the Honourable Michael
Ferguson MP. This handbook is the first of DEN’s
resources to be made available as an electronic
flip book and, as with all DEN’s printed resources,
is also available as a free download on our
website.
Throughout September, DEN ran a social media
campaign promoting Community awareness
about FASD, in conjunction with displays in LINC’s
state-wide and Child & Family Centres. We are
grateful to all the organisations and community
groups that assisted us with the design and
development of key messages for this, and all our
resources.
DEN is proud to work in partnership with the
Department of Education to support teachers
involved in drug education. A range of free
resources that have been mapped to the Health
and Physical Education curriculum are available
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from DEN’s Pinterest page:
www.pinterest.com/drugedtas.
DEN also provides engaging, interactive
resources designed to enhance drug education
lessons in schools, as well as lesson plans and
planning support for teachers. Occasionally, we
also work directly with students. Last year we
worked with 12 schools and three colleges and
had great fun exploring the principles of drug
education with trainee teachers and social
workers studying at UTAS.
DEN also embraced the opportunity to be
involved as a pilot organisation in TasCOSS’s
health literacy project. DEN prioritises health
literacy in our resource development, and
recently produced a video with some simple key
messages regarding drugs and the workplace.
We intend to continue expanding our resources
to be accessible for differing literacy levels. All
DEN videos can be found at:
www.youtube.com/drugeducationnetwork.
This year, DEN has laid down extensive
groundwork for the new everybodys.business
website. To partner with this new website, DEN
also developed a Recording Ethics package to
provide a framework for organisations and
individuals when submitting stories of
Community Champions (members of the
community who have taken a leadership role in
the promotion, prevention and early intervention
of ATOD issues) for the site. The website is due to
be launched later this year.
Thank you to the talented team at DEN, our very
supportive Board, and all our consultants and
collaborating partners. I look forward to a
productive and exciting year ahead.

Shirleyann Varney
State Manager
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Governance
The Drug Education Network Inc. (DEN) is incorporated as an association under the Associations
Incorporation Act, 1964.
DEN is governed by a Board, currently consisting of seven members elected for a twelve-month term at
the DEN Annual General Meeting, which was held on 28 October 2015 for a twelve-month term. The
Board meets at least nine times a year.

DEN Board Membership 2015—2016
President (Chair)

Wayne Moore

Vice President

Sandra Lovell

Vice President

Michael Robinson

Secretary

Judy Travers

Treasurer

Emma Quinn

Director/Public Officer

David Daniels

External Auditor

Ian Donald Camm

Consultant Accountant

Brian Claridge

Meetings of the Finance Committee, a sub-committee of the Board, were held regularly
throughout the year to support good governance in the financial arena. The role of the Finance
Committee is to consider financial matters in detail and to report to the Board.
During 2015-2016, the composition of the Finance Committee was:
Wayne Moore – Chair of the Board
Treasurer – Emma Quinn
State Manager – Shirleyann Varney
Finance and Payroll Officer – Anita Menhofer
Accountant – Brian Claridge
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DEN Staffing
Current Staff
Shirleyann Varney
State Manager

Shirleyann has been involved in the community services sector in Scotland (UK) and Australia
since 2005. Shirleyann is committed to the ongoing development of educational initiatives to
empower individuals, families and the wider community to understand alcohol, tobacco and
other drug use, and harms associated with misuse of all drugs and addiction. She is passionate
about the development and delivery of health promotion, prevention and early intervention
resources and education, with a particular interest in tackling discrimination and stigma
associated with drug use.

Anita Menhofer
Finance and Payroll Coordinator

Anita joined our team in 2015 and looks after DEN’s finances and payroll. She also provides
secretariat support for the Promotion, Prevention, Early Intervention (PPEI) Implementation Plan,
for which DEN is the leading agency. She gained her financial experience both in private business
and in the community sector, but much prefers working for the non-profit sector where she can
identify with the goals of the organisation. The Finance role is her latest professional choice after
a range of occupations in the past, from toolmaker to a Masters in science to running an eco-tour
business! She moved only recently to Tasmania, thoroughly enjoying the wonderful outdoors the
island offers.

James Jenkins
Educator (South) & Curriculum Development

James is passionate about education and hopes that his work can bridge the gap between
academic curricula and the lived experience of students. The activities and resources he
develops have the goal of empowering the learner and to help to develop the protective factors
and resilience within the students that they can call upon when they are faced with real life
alcohol and other drug situations.
James believes that the approach to education and the activities and resources developed will
help form an inclusive school practice that advocates for a community that neither condemns
nor condones the use of drugs and that the young people that practice these activities become
knowledgeable advocates for the health of their community.
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Maria Duggan
Educator (South)

Maria has extensive experience as an Educator. She holds a Certificate IV in Training and
Education, and has worked with adult learners in a variety of settings for sixteen years. This
experience is combined with a background in nutritional health and a Masters in Public Health
which focuses on contemporary public health practice, encompassing models of empowerment
and frameworks for change. Maria uses her knowledge and skills in this area to deliver
educational experiences which are accessible and relevant for all community members.
Marion Hale
Educator (North)

Marion joined DEN after an extensive background in government policy and health programs, as
well as community development work. Marion has a particular passion for the promotion of
smoke-free pregnancy, and was awarded a Churchill Fellowship in 2012 to study smoke free
pregnancies programs internationally.
Maurice Dawe
Educator (North)

Maurice is a qualified social worker, holds a fine Art degree, has worked in advertising and
marketing, illustrated children’s books, worked in animation and been a professional musician.
He has worked in the Welfare sector for the last 20 years. His professional experience covers
areas as diverse as PTSD counselling, Drug and Alcohol counselling, family and relationship
counselling, mental health, court and family mediation, prison based parenting programs, early
year’s program development, working with men and violence and sexual offenders. Maurice has
also held team, regional and state wide management positions for several organisations over that
period.
Maurice has a strong belief in the impact of early years development, and was awarded the
community services award for professional practice in 2009, for his work with new fathers, and
his role in supporting the development of parenting programs for Prison inmates.
Maurice brings these skills, plus a boundless belief in the power of connection and
communication as key aspects to facilitating changes in individuals lives, to all he does.
Zoe Kizimchuk
Project and Administration Assistant

Zoe is the friendly voice at the end of the phone and typically the first point of contact for all DEN
enquiries. While she is heavily involved in the day-to-day running of the office, she holds a
Certificate IV in Community Services and collaborates freely with the entire team on their
individual projects. Combined with her passion for accurate and deep information (particularly
around substances and the brain), her graphics and design skills, and her particular talent of
grasping the basics of new computer skills at a moment's notice, she has earned the lofty title of
Admin Pixie.
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DEN’s Theory of Change

AOD harms and
Social Determinants
of Health

Health promotion,
prevention and early
intervention (PPEI)

Community
organisations
working with people

•Alcohol and drug dependence, and related harms to individuals,
families and communities, are linked to Social Determinants of Health
(such as social isolation and exclusion, unemployment, poor health
and wellbeing, low income and unstable housing).

•Health promotion, prevention and early intervention (PPEI) processes
can alleviate some of the circumstances that lead to alcohol and
other drug issues.

•Individuals and families affected by alcohol and drug dependence
develop strengths and resilience through supportive services and
communities.

•ATOD organisations and other services work with individuals, families,
and communities to create an improved quality of life in areas
relevant to individual needs and circumstances.

Improved
quality of life
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DEN supporting the Theory of Change
The Drug Education Network works closely with government agencies, other ATOD services,
communities and key stakeholders to:

Identify and develop locally-owned
responses to concerns regarding
Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drug
(ATOD) use

Increase the capacity of ATOD
services and the wider community
sector to respond appropriately to
the needs of people affected by
alcohol, tobacco and other drugs

Empower people who are using, or
considering using, alcohol and drugs
to be the primary agent of their
own physical, mental and emotional
wellbeing

Engage with individuals, families
and communities and provide them
with the resources, information and
connections they need to be safe
and resilient in terms of alcohol and
drug use

Provide education, training and
health-literate resources to
providers working directly with
clients who are impacted by alcohol
and other drugs
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Service Provision
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Achievements
Promotion, Prevention and Early Intervention (PPEI)
During 2015-2016, the first pilot survey of PPEI activities was completed (to read the report, visit
www.den.org.au/ppei).
The Brief Intervention and Screening Tool Working Group held their first meeting, and established
partnerships with key stakeholders.
Development of the everybodys.business website is now in the final stages of completion. This site will be a
curated library of resources, which will also host the Community Champions content.
Health Promotion information and resources
DEN’s educators delivered 51 workshops across Tasmania this year, and distributed more than 1200
paper-based resources. At last count, more than 95 posts on the DEN Facebook page delivered a variety
of articles designed to promote discussion, critical thinking and analysis.
In addition, the new everybodys.business website is due to launch later in 2016 and will increase the
accessibility of evidence-informed resources for everyone.

Schools and Higher Education
DEN supports teachers to provide effective and engaging drug education in schools, and provides free
resources, mapped to the curriculum, via our Pinterest page www.pinterest.com/drugedtas. DEN also
designs and develops engaging resources to create discussion, promote critical thinking and analysis and
develop resiliency skills, at no cost to schools.
This year, DEN delivered training to teachers and classes in 16 schools and three colleges across the state,
modelling the use of resources and the principles of drug education. We also delivered sessions for UTAS
trainee teachers to discuss and explore the principles of drug education, resource development and the
PPEI framework.

Provide Leadership
In partnership with the sector’s peak body—the Alcohol, Tobacco and other Drugs Council Tasmania
(ATDC)—and many organisations across the state representing mental health, AOD and consumers, DEN
held a forum to initiate a sector discussion about the need for gender-sensitive services. A number of
working groups that are currently being developed across the state will continue this discussion and
provide recommendations to the sector.
DEN provided 25 consultations with community organisations across the state, to support communities
and organisations to develop strategies within the PPEI framework.
DEN sits on a number of government working groups, including the Smoke Free Young People working
group (SFYP). DEN also hosts the SFYP’s website www.smokefree.den.org.au.
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New additions to the resource family
All DEN resources can be accessed online at no cost at www.den.org.au/resources

Methamphetamines and Your Teeth Wallet Card
This resource was developed in collaboration with Oral Health Services Tasmania.
The Methamphetamines and Your Teeth wallet card was designed for dentists and other oral health
professionals to give to clients who use amphetamine-type stimulants (ATS). Developed in collaboration
with Oral Health Services Tasmania, this resource provides simple harm reduction techniques for users of
methamphetamine, to reduce the risk of damage to the mouth, teeth and gums.
The card folds in half to fit easily inside a wallet or small pocket. The resource was designed specifically to
be discreet and easy to read, using contemporary Health Literacy guidelines to inform the design and
layout.
The wallet card can be used as a brief intervention tool to inform users of risks, offer harm reduction tips
and to refer users to appropriate services.

Outside

Inside
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Research Station
The Research Station poster was designed to inspire curiosity, encourage engagement and deliver
accurate information to the public on drug and alcohol use.
The poster presents viewers with an image of a substance and a QR code. When the code is scanned
using an app on an android or Apple phone or tablet, viewers are linked to a DEN-reviewed website
containing information about that substance.
The Research Station utilises dynamic QR codes which can be changed to link to alternative information,
such as an article, video or new website.
The poster is recommended for use in public places, such as school hallways, libraries, and waiting rooms.
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Putting Gender on the Agenda
The Women, Alcohol and Other Drugs—Putting Gender on the Agenda resource was designed for
professionals in the Community Services and Health fields. AOD issues affect individuals differently,
depending on many factors, including gender. Women experience issues and barriers that are unique to
them, and they therefore need specific support to overcome these obstacles.
The resource was released in conjunction with a state-wide forum that was held to support health and
community service workers to talk about and begin to address issues specific to women.
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The FASD Handbook
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD) refers to a range of preventable disabilities experienced by
babies and children, caused by alcohol consumption during pregnancy. The FASD handbook is designed
specifically for health professionals, to inform them of the causes and risks associated with FASD, offer
information on available treatment pathways and provide screening tools for prevention.
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What you’re telling us
“Your resources are the best I have seen—I will be buying some soon and promoting them through our
networks.” Susie Hudson, Clinical Director of NADA
“I was moved by the beautiful sense of camaraderie and cooperation between the different groups that helped to
bring this resource to fruition. The ambience was so warm and inclusive.” Connie May, MHST, on the launch of
The FASD Handbook

Comments from attendees of our training and workshops:
“Excellent, the content was delivered in a safe and age-appropriate manner.”
“Very good talk, helped me to look in my framework.”
“Interesting—more of it!”
“Fantastic—best thing on prac so far.”
“I thought the facilitator did an excellent job—very helpful, explained everything very clearly.”
“A valuable session for all students embarking on a career in education.”
“Excellent workshop with concrete examples and relevant discussion & activities.”
“Terrific, very personable and informative.”
“Fantastic variety of speakers and breakout sessions were well facilitated by the DEN staff.”
“Interesting content. Applicable to my role. Great ideas, new thinking for me.”
“Was very informative and activities showed how to implement into daily contact.”
“Quality. Liked the connection between Addiction & Trauma & Person & Addiction.”
“Well presented—conversational style, interactive.”
“I like the challenges around ‘discuss’ & short-term, solution-focussed therapy! Thank you!”
“It was delivered great, kids were engaged from the start.”
“The kids really enjoyed the hands on learning and look forward to participating again in the near future.”
“Very informative—good for those who are not familiar with most drugs.”
“Knowledgeable, good communicator, informative and approachable.”
“Staff really enjoyed the session and we are very interested in getting DEN back in future months. It has really
begun the conversation and is creating awareness for our staff.”
“It was good & inclusive—perspective changing.”
“The DEN presenters both had excellent knowledge & passions for the field. Thank you. :)”
“Great presentation to fill gaps in information regarding methamphetamines.”
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Our Partners
Advocacy Tasmania

Mental Health Carers Tas

Alcohol and Drug Service

Migrant Resource Centre

Anglicare Tasmania

Mission Australia

Alcohol, Tobacco and other Drugs Council

Mt Carmel College

Australian Drug Foundation

My Pathways

Autism Australia

Netball Tas

Break O’Day Networking Group

Neighbourhood Houses Tasmania

Burnie Council

PCYC

Child and Family Centre, Burnie

Poppy Industry Safety and Education

COTA

Committee

Catholic Care

Pulse Youth Health

Department of Education and Schools

QUIT

Department of Health and Human Services

Red Cross Tasmania

Department of Police and Community

Salvation Army Tasmania

Management

Smoke Free Young People

Department of Primary Industries, Parks,

Social Determinants of Health Network

Water and Environment, Tasmania

Sorell Council

FADE New Zealand

TasTAFE

FASD Tasmania

Taroona High School

GameChanger Campaign

Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre

Glenorchy City Council

TasNetworks

Good Sports

TasCOSS

Hobart City Council

Tasmania Police

Hobart College

Trinity House

Huon Football Club

The Link Youth Health Service

Huon Valley Council

University of Tasmania

Kingston High School

White Lion

Launch Youth

WorkCover

LINC

Workskills

Lions Club Australia
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Acronyms
Acronym

Meaning

AOD

Alcohol and Other Drugs

ATDC

Alcohol, Tobacco and other Drugs Council
Tasmania

ATOD

Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drugs

ATS

Amphetamine Type Stimulants

BI

Brief Intervention

DEN

Drug Education Network

DHHS

Department of Health and Human Services
Tasmania

FASD

Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders

H&PE

Health and Physical Education

PEA

Prenatal Exposure to Alcohol

PPEI

Promotion, Prevention and Early Intervention

QR Code

Quick Response Code

SFYP

Smoke Free Young People

UTAS

University of Tasmania
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The Drug Education Network would like to acknowledge the financial support of the Tasmanian
Department of Health and Human Services and the Australian Government Department of Health.

Information gardening by Shirleyann Varney, DEN
Synapse connecting by James Jenkins, DEN
Pixel wrangling by Zoe Kizimchuk, DEN
With thanks to Maura Bedloe for otherworldly vision
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